PART A
2 Basics
DS  RS  DS  RS
L   RL  R   LR

Chain/Push Left
DS  RS  RS  RS
L   RL  RL  RL

2 Rocking Chairs
DS  Brush Up  DS  RS  DS  Brush Up  DS  RS
R   L   L   RL  R   L   L   RL

Repeat all steps with opposite footwork

PART B
Clogover Vine
DS  DS(xf)  DS  DS(xb)  DS  DS(xf)  DS  RS
L   R   L   R   L   R   L   RL

4 Kicks/Chugs (turn ¼ right each)
DS  Kick  DS  Kick  DS  Kick  DS  Kick
R   L   L   R   R   L   L   R

Repeat both steps with opposite footwork, turning ¼ left each on the Kicks/Chugs.

CHORUS
Cowboy (turn ½ left)
DS  DS  DS  Brush Up (turn ½ left)  DS  RS  RS  RS
L   R   L   R   R   LR  LR  LR

2 In-houses
DS  Touch(f)  Touch(os)  Touch(f)  DS  Touch(f)  Touch(os)  Touch(f)
L   R   R   R   R   L   L   L

Repeat both steps to the front

Fancy Double
DS  DS  RS  RS
L   R   LR  LR

PART A - 2 Basics, Chain/Push Left, 2 Rocking Chairs; Repeat all with opposite footwork

PART B - Clogover Vine, 4 Kicks/Chugs (turning ¼ right each); Repeat all with opposite footwork turning left on kicks

CHORUS - Cowboy (turn ½ left), 2 In-houses; Repeat both steps to front

INSTRUMENTAL
Utah Basic (turn ¼ left)
DS  DT (turn ¼ left)  DS  RS
L   R   R   LR

Walk the Dog
DS  DS  Heel  Heel  RS
L   R   L   R   LR

Repeat both steps 3 more times to front

PART A - 2 Basics, Chain/Push Left, 2 Rocking Chairs; Repeat all with opposite footwork

PART B - Clogover Vine, 4 Kicks/Chugs (turning ¼ right each); Repeat all with opposite footwork turning left on kicks

CHORUS - Cowboy (turn ½ left), 2 In-houses; Repeat both steps 3 more times to front

ENDING - 2 Cowboys (turn ½ left each), 2 Basics, 1 Step